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Abstract. Most of the work conducted so far in the eld of logic programming has focused on representing static knowledge, i.e. knowledge that does not evolve with time. To overcome this limitation, in a recent paper, the authors introduced the concept of dynamic logic programming. There, they studied and de ned the declarative and operational semantics of sequences of logic programs (or dynamic logic programs), P0 : : :
Pn. Each such program contains knowledge about some given state, where di erent states may, e.g., represent di erent time periods or di erent sets of priorities. The role of dynamic logic programming is to employ the mutual relationships existing between the possibly mutually contradictory sequence of programs to precisely determine, at any given state, the declarative and procedural semantics of their combination. But how, in concrete situations, is a sequence of logic programs built? For instance, in the domain of actions, what are the appropriate sequences of programs that represent the performed actions and their effects? Whereas dynamic logic programming provides a way for determining what should follow, given the sequence of programs, it does not provide a good practical language for the speci cation of updates or changes in the knowledge represented by successive logic programs. In this paper we de ne the \Language for dynamic updates" (LUPS), a language designed for specifying changes to logic programs. Given an initial knowledge base (in the form of a logic program) LUPS provides a way for sequentially updating it. The declarative meaning of a sequence of sets of update actions in LUPS is rst determined as the semantics of the resulting dynamic logic program generated by those actions. We also provide a translation of the sequence of update statements sets into a single generalized logic program written in a meta-language, so that the stable models of the resulting program correspond to the previously dened declarative semantics. This meta-language is used in the an actual implementation, although this is not the subject of this paper. Finally we brie y mention related work (lack of space prevents us from presenting more detailed comparisons).
Several authors 8, 9, 2] have addressed the issue of updates of logic programs and deductive databases, most of them following the so called \interpretation update" approach. This approach, proposed in 10, 6] , is based on the idea of reducing the problem of nding an update of a knowledge base DB by another knowledge base U to the problem of nding updates of its individual interpretations or models. More precisely, a knowledge base DB 0 is considered to be the update of a knowledge base DB by U if the set of models of DB 0 coincides with the set of updated models of DB. As pointed out in 1], such an approach su ers from several important drawbacks: rst, it requires the computation of all models of DB, before computing the update; second, the resulting knowledge base DB 0 is only indirectly characterized (as one whose models are all the updated models of the original DB) { no direct de nition of DB 0 is provided; last, and most importantly, it leads to counterintuitive results when the intensional part of the knowledge base (i.e. the set of rules) changes. In 2] the authors eliminated the rst two drawbacks by showing how to, given a program P, construct another program P 0 whose models are exactly the interpretation updates of the models of P. However the last, and most important, drawback still remained: they did not provide a way to specify changes to the set of rules. In other words, no method was set forth to update logic programs consisting of rules, not just extensional facts. Example 1. Consider the logic program P = ffree not jail; jail abortiong, whose only stable model is M = ffreeg. Suppose now that the update U state that abortion becomes true, i.e. U = fabortion g. According to the interpretation approach to updating, we would obtain ffree; abortiong as the only update of M by U. However, by inspecting the initial program and the update, we are likely to conclude that, since free was true only because jail could be assumed false, and that was the case because abortion was false, now that abortion became true jail should also have become true, and free should be removed from the conclusions.
Suppose now that the law changes, so that abortion no longer implies jail.
That could, for example, be described by the new (update) program U 2 = fnot jail abortiong. We should now expect jail to become false and, consequently, free to become true (again).
This example suggests that the principle of inertia should be applied not just to individual literals but rather to the whole rules of the knowledge base. It also suggests that the update of a knowledge base by another one should not just depend on their semantics, it should also depend on their syntax. It also illustrates the need for some way of representing negative conclusions.
In 1], the authors investigated the problem of updating knowledge bases represented by generalized logic programs 1 and proposed a new approach to 1 I.e. logic programs which allow default negation not only in rule bodies but also in the heads. this problem that eliminates the drawbacks of previously proposed solutions. It starts by de ning the update of a generalized program P by another generalized program U, P U. The semantics of P U avoids the above mentioned drawbacks by applying the inertia principle not just to atoms but to entire program rules. It then extends this notion of updates to sequences of programs, thereby de ning the so-called dynamic logic programming. A dynamic logic program is a ( nite or in nite) sequence P 0 : : : P n : : :, representing consecutive updates of logic programs by logic programs. The semantics de ned in 1] assigns meaning to such sequences.
However, dynamic logic programming does not by itself provide a proper language for specifying (or programming) changes of logic programs. If knowledge is already represented by logic programs, dynamic programs simply represent the evolution of knowledge. But how is that evolving knowledge speci ed? What makes knowledge evolve? Since logic programs describe knowledge states, it's only t that logic programs describe transitions of knowledge states as well. It is natural to associate with each state a set of transition rules to obtain the next state. As a result, an interleaving sequence of states and rules of transition will be obtained. Imperative programming speci es transitions and leaves states implicit. Logic programming, up to now, could not specify state transitions. With the language of dynamic updates LUPS we make both states and their transitions declarative.
Usually updates are viewed as actions or commands that make the knowledge base evolve from one state to another. This is the classical view e.g. in relational databases: the knowledge (data) is expressed declaratively via a set of relations; updates are commands that change the data. In 1], updates were viewed declaratively as an given update store consisting of the sequence of programs. They were more in the spirit of state transition rules, rather than commands. Of course, one could say that the update commands were implicit. For instance, in example 1, the sequence P U U 2 could be viewed as the result of, starting from P, performing rst the update command assert (abortion), and then the update command assert (not jail abortion). But, if viewed as a language for (implicitly) specifying update commands, dynamic logic programming is quite poor. For instance, it does not provide any mechanism for saying that some rule (or fact) should be asserted only whenever some conditions are satis ed. This is essential in the domain of actions, to specify direct e ects of actions. For example, suppose we want to state that wake up should be added to our knowledge base whenever alarm rings is true. As a language for specifying updates, dynamic logic programming does not provide a way of specifying such an update command.
Note that the command is distinct from assert (wake up alarm rings). With the latter, if the alarm stops ringing (i.e. if not alarm rings is later asserted), wake up becomes false. In the former, we expect wake up to remain true (by inertia) even after the alarm stops ringing. As a matter of fact, in this case, we don't want to add the rule saying that wake up is true whenever alarm rings is also true. We simply want to add the fact wake up as soon as alarm rings is true. From there on, no connection between wake up and alarm rings should persist.
This simple one-rule example also highlights another limitation of dynamic logic programming as a language for specifying update commands: one must explicitly say to which program in the sequence a rule belongs to. Sometimes, in particular in the domain of actions, there is no way to know a priori to which state (or program) a rule should belong to. Where should we assert the fact wake up? This is not known a priori because we don't know when alarm rings.
In this paper we de ne (in section 3) a language for specifying logic program updates: LUPS { \Language of dynamic updates". The object language of LUPS is that of generalized logic programs. A sentence U in LUPS is a set of simultaneous update commands (or actions) that, given a pre-existing sequence of logic programs P 0 : : : P n (i.e. a dynamic logic program), whose semantics corresponds to our knowledge at a given state, produces a sequence with one more program, P 0 : : : P n P n+1 , corresponding to the knowledge that results from the previous sequence after performing all the simultaneous commands. A program in LUPS is a sequence of such sentences.
Given a program in LUPS, its semantics is rst de ned (in section 4) by means of a dynamic logic program generated by the sequence of commands. In section 5, we also describe a translation of a LUPS program into generalized logic program, such that the stable models of this program exactly correspond to the semantics of the original LUPS program. Finally, in section 6, we brie y discuss some of the similarities and di erences between LUPS and \Action Languages".
Object language
In order to represent negative information in logic programs and their updates, we need more general logic programs, allowing default negation not A not only in the premises of clauses but also in their heads. In 1], such programs are dubbed generalized logic programs, and their semantics is de ned as a generalization of the stable model semantics of normal logic programs 3] to this broader class of programs 2 .
For convenience, generalized logic programs are syntactically represented as propositional Horn theories. In particular, default negation not A is represented as a standard propositional variable (atom). Suppose that K is an arbitrary set of propositional variables whose names do not begin with a \ not". By the propositional language L K generated by the set K we mean the language whose set of propositional variables consists of fA : A 2 Kg fnot A : A 2 Kg. Atoms A 2 K, are called objective atoms while the atoms not A are called default atoms. The class of generalized logic programs can be viewed as a special case of a yet broader class of programs introduced earlier in 4].
If none of the literals appearing in heads of rules of P are default ones, then we say that the logic program P is normal. In general, the addition of a rule to a knowledge state may depend upon some precondition. To allow for that, an assert command in LUPS has the form: assert (L L 1 ; : : : ; L k ) when (L k+1 ; : : : ; L m ) (1) Intuitively, the meaning of such assert rule is that if the precondition L k+1 ; : : : ; L m is true in the current knowledge state, then the rule L L 1 ; : : : ; L k should belong to the successor knowledge state. Normally, the so added rule persists, or is in force, from then on by inertia, until possibly defeated by some future update or until retracted. This is the case for the assert-command above: the rule jail abortion remains in e ect by inertia from the sucessor state onwards unless later invalidated.
However, there are cases where this persistence by inertia should not be assumed. Take, for instance, the alarm ring discussed in the introduction. This fact is a one-time event that should not persist by inertia, i.e. it is not supposed to hold by inertia after the successor state. In general, facts that denote names of events or actions should be non-inertial. Accordingly, the rule within the assert command may be preceeded with the keyword event, indicating that the added rule is non-inertial. Assert commands are thus of the form (1) assert (set hands(T)) when (get hands(C)^get time(T)^(T ? C) > )
de nes a perpetually operating clock whose hands move to the actual time position whenever the di erence between the clock time and the actual time is su ciently large. In order to specify such persistent updates commands (which we call laws) we introduce the syntax: In both cases, if the precondition is empty we just skip the whole when subclause.
The rst statement means that, in addition to any new set of arriving update commands, we are supposed to also keep executing this persistent update command. The second statement cancels this persistent update.
The existence of persistent update commands requires that we also need a \trivial" update which does not specify any truly new updates but simply triggers all the already de ned persistent updates to re, thus resulting in a modi ed knowledge state. Such \no-operation" update is needed to ensure that the system continues to evolve, even when no truly new updates are speci ed.
Such a trivial update may be represented by assert (true). It stands for the tick of the clock that drives the world being modelled.
To deal with the deletion of rules, we introduce the retraction statement:
retract event] (L L 1 ; : : : ; L k ) when (L k+1 ; : : : ; L m )
Its meaning is that, subject to precondition L k+1 ; : : : ; L m , the rule L L 1 ; : : : ; L k is either retracted from now on, or just retracted temporarily in the next state (non-inertial retract, triggered by the event keyword).
The cancelling of an update command is not equivalent to retracting a rule. Cancelling an update simply means it will no longer be added as a command to updates, it does not cancel the inertial e ects of its previous application(s). However, retracting an update causes any of its inertial e ects to be cancelled from now on, as well as cancelling a persistent law. Also, note that \retract event : : :" does not mean retracting of an event because events persist only for one state and thus do not require retraction. It represents a temporary removal of a rule from the successor state (temporary retraction event).
De nition 3 (LUPS). An update program in LUPS is a nite sequence of updates, where an update is a set of commands of the form (1) to (5).
Example 2. Consider the following scenario: once Republicans take over both Congress and the Presidency they establish a law stating that abortions are punishable by jail; once Democrats take over both Congress and the Presidency they abolish such a law; in the meantime, there are no changes in the law because always either the President or the Congress vetoes such changes; performing an abortion is an event, i.e., a non-inertial update. Consider the following update history: (1) 
Semantics of LUPS
In this section we provide update programs with a meaning by translating them into dynamic logic programs. The semantics of an update program is then determined by the semantics of the so obtained dymamic program. We recall that a dynamic program is a sequence P 0 : : : P n (also denoted L P, where P is a set of generalized logic programs indexed by 1; : : : ; n and P 0 = fg). Lack of space prevents us from giving here the complete de nition of dynamic programs semantics. The reader is refered to 1] where such programs are de ned, and their precise semantic characterization is provided. The translation into a dynamic program is made by induction, starting from the empty program P 0 , and for each update U i , given the already built dymanic program P 0 : : : P i?1 , determining the resulting program P 0 : : : P i?1 P i .
To cope with persistent update commands we will further consider, associated with every dynamic program in the inductive construction, a set containing all currently active persistent commands, i.e. all those that were not cancelled until that point in the construction, from the time they were introduced. To be able to retract rules, we need to uniquely identify each such rule. This is achieved by augmenting the language of the resulting dynamic program with a new propositional variable \rule(L L 1 ; : : : ; L n )" for every rule L L 1 ; : : : ; L n appearing in the original LUPS program 4 .
De nition 4 (Translation into dynamic programs). Let U = U 1 : : : U n be an update program. The corresponding dynamic program (U) = P = P 0 : : : P n is obtained by the following inductive construction, using at each step i an auxiliary set of persistent commands PC i :
Base step: P 0 = fg with PC 0 = fg. Note that, by de nition, all such rules are ground and thus the new variable uniquely identi es the rule, where rule/1 is a reserved predicate.
Translation into generalized logic programs
The previous section established a semantics for LUPS. However, its de nition is based on a translation into dynamic logic programs, and is not purely syntatic. Indeed, to obtaing the translated dynamic program, one needs to compute, at each step of the inductive process, the consequences of the previous step. In this section we present a translation of update programs and queries into normal logic programs written, in a meta-language. The translation is purely syntatic, and is correct in the sense that a query holds in an update program i the translation of the query belongs to all stable models of the translation of the update program. This translation also directly provides a mechanism for implementing update programs: with a pre-processor performing the translations, query answering is reduced to that of normal logic programs. In fact, such a preprocessor and a meta-interpreter for answering queries have been implemented 5 .
The translation presented here assumes the existence of a sequence of consecutive updates. Nevertheless, it is easy to see that the translation is modular (i.e. adding an extra update does not modify what is already translated). Thus, in practice, the various updates can be iteratively translated one at a time.
The translation uses a meta-language generated by the language of the up- 
Comparisons
The language de ned in this paper shares some similarities (and common motivations) with \Action Languages" 6 . Indeed, both LUPS and \Action Languages" specify how knowledge changes as an e ect of actions or commands. Thus, a comparison with such languages would be in order. However, lack of space prevents us from carrying out such comparisons here, and they are left for the full version of this paper.
Let it be said that the most notable di erence between LUPS and \Action Languages" is that while the latter deal only with updates of propositional knowledge states, LUPS updates knowledge states that consist of knowledge rules, i.e. the outcome of a LUPS update is not a simple set of propositional literals but rather a set of rules. Thus, inertia applies to knowledge rules; not just to propositional uents. In adition, our approach makes it easier to specify so-called \static laws", and to deal with indirect e ects of actions. Moreover, with LUPS, \static laws" may not necessarily be forever static: the laws that allow for indirect e ects can themselves be subject to change. Another issue easily dealt with in LUPS is that of simultaneous actions. However, unlike most \Action Language", LUPs does not cater for nondeterministic actions. Indeed, in LUPS, updates are linear sequences of commands.
